GENERAL UTILITY GLOVE, BLACK
The original high-performance utility glove. A comfortable, form-fitting glove designed to handle all of your day-to-day tasks.

- Reinforced Synthetic Suede Palm
- Breathable Nylon Back of Hand
- Hybrid Safety Cuff
- TPR Knuckle Impact Protection
- Thumb Saddle Reinforcement
- Terry Cloth Sweat Wipe

#GLV-1032-GUG-04-L
#GLV-1032-GUG-05-XL

$13.99/EA

Disposable

CLEANFIT 5 MIL DISPOSABLE NITRILE GLOVE
CleanFit® nitrile gloves keep hands clean & protected during messy tasks where dexterity is important. Nitrile is a great general-use barrier against various liquids, grease and dirt. FDA compliant and hypoallergenic for universal protection.

- Blue Disposable Nitrile
- 5 Mil Thickness
- Touchscreen Compatible
- 100/BOX

#GLV-1032-M02003
#GLV-1032-M02004

$12.99/PK
COLD CONDITION WATERPROOF GLOVE
A low profile, high dexterity glove for cold climates. The Cold Condition® Waterproof affords exceptional warmth and dexterity in a waterproof design that’s rugged and comfortable. Guaranteed waterproof and windproof.

- Rated to 20° F
- 150g of Premium Insulation
- Water-Repellent Back of Hand
- Waterproof Insert with Polyester Lining
- Neoprene Knuckle Impact Protection
- Reflective Print

$28.95/EA
#GLV-1032-CCW2-04-L
#GLV-1032-CCW2-05-XL

KNIT COMMAND A3 FOAM NITRILE GLOVE
- Foam Nitrile Command™ Touchscreen Coated Palm
- 18 Gauge HPPE/Steel Knit
- Color Coded Thumb Saddle Reinforcement
- EN 388 RATING: 4X42C
- ANSI CUT RATING: A3
- ANSI CUT GRAMS: 1469g
- ANSI PUNCTURE RATING: 4
- PALM MATERIAL: Foam Nitrile
- GRIP RATING: Dry 5/5 • Wet 5/5 • Oily 4/5
- 12/PK

$74.98/PK
#GLV-1032-SKC3FN-04-L
#GLV-1032-SKC3FN-05-XL

PERFORMANCE WEAR OIL RESISTANT GLOVE
Hydro provides the ultimate liquid barrier for your hands, keeping you clean and dry in any messy situation. A liquid-proof nitrile base coating keeps your whole hand protected, while the textured nitrile palm coating provides excellent grip in all situations.

- Textured Nitrile Palm Grips in Dry, Wet and Oily Conditions
- Gauge Polyester/Spandex Knit for Excellent Dexterity
- Guaranteed Touchscreen Performance
- Best Uses: Oil & Fluid Changes / Wet & Messy Jobs
- 12/PK

$49.96/PK
#GLV-1032-R-HDR-04-L
#GLV-1032-R-HDR-05-XL

EXO MOTOR PRO UTILITY GLOVE
This glove is a step up from the utility glove. Added neoprene knuckle impact protection to help protect against impact from slipped wrenches along with a hook-and-loop wrist closure, embossed palm, Ironclad’s exclusive 18-point measurement system, and a terry cloth sweat wipe. This is the perfect glove for all of your needs.

- Synthetic Suede Palm
- Breathable Polyester Knit Back of Hand
- Neoprene Knuckle Impact Protection
- Terry Cloth Sweat Wipe

$12.99/EA
#GLV-1032-EXO2-MPG-04-L
#GLV-1032-EXO2-MPG-05-XL